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The possibilities of the theory of Superunification are unlimited. This is the most powerful analytical apparatus for studying matter. I am the author of the fundamental theory of Superunification and for me there is no unquestioned authority on science. As a theoretical physicist, I do not see any real competition in the world for me. For a quarter of a century now I have been working on complex scientific problems almost alone with my assistants. None of the physicists could even come close to understanding the theory of Superunification. I get a lot of scientific information, but do not find it interesting for myself. I do not see breakthrough discoveries in a fundamental way. Fundamental science stopped at the level of Newton and Einstein and without the theory of Superunification the further development of fundamental science and breakthrough technologies is unthinkable.
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A quarter century ago, I combined Einstein's general theory of relativity (GR) and quantum theory. To do this, it was necessary to open by me only one new particle - the quantum of space-time (quanton). Despite this, physicists are still looking for another way to unite GR and quantum theory, but they cannot find it. Scientists want to receive grants and funding by any means, and they don’t give a damn about scientific truth. I personally did not betray my beliefs for any money, remaining faithful to science. New knowledge comes from God; he sees everything and rewards us for our dedication. Unfortunately, many do not understand this.

Many years ago, I tried to convince the future Nobel laureate of the famous theoretical physicist Vitaliy Ginzburg that his scientific concept regarding the fifth force is incorrect. He believed that we cannot find the fifth force because it is very weak and cannot be detected. I thought the contrary that the fifth force should be very high and it should be a Superforce based on the concept of theoretical physicist Paul Davies. I even wrote on the Internet the article “The main mistake of the physicist of Ginzburg”, but that did not find my supporter in his person, although neither he nor his assistants could refute my arguments. Time has shown that I was right.

In this brief preface to volume 1 it is not possible to clarify all problems of the theory of Superunification and show its possibilities. Therefore, I present here for comparison two lists of the key problems of contemporary physics: „Ginzburg’s list” and „Leonov’s list”. The first list of 30 points presented by Nobel laureate Vitaliy Ginzburg in a review paper “On some advances in physics and astronomy over the past three years” published in the Russian journal Uspekhi Fizicheskikh Nauk (volume 172, No. 2, 2002, pp. 213-219).
“Ginzburg’s list”:
1. Controlled thermonuclear fusion.
2. High-temperature and room temperature superconductivity.
4. Two-dimensional electronic liquid.
5. Some questions of solid state physics.
12. Rasers, grasers, superpowerful lasers
13. Superheavy elements. Exotic nuclei
15. The unified theory of weak and electromagnetic interaction. $W^\pm$-$Z^0$- bosons. Leptons.
22. Gravity waves, their detection.
25. Black holes. Space strings (?)
26. Quasars and the nuclei of galaxies. Formation of galaxies.
27. Problem of dark matter (hidden mass) and its detection.
28. Origin of cosmic rays with the superhigh energy.

Analyzing the Ginzburg list we cannot find there the causal problems of fundamental interactions:

1. In the region of gravity. The reasons for gravity and inertia are unknown.
2. In the region of electromagnetism. The carrier of electromagnetism is unknown. Maxwell's equations are recorded purely empirically and, until now, do not have analytical derivation.
3. In the field of physics of elementary particles. The structure of none of the elementary particles, including the basic particles: electron, positron,
proton, neutron, photon, neutrino, is known. The reason for the formation of mass in particles is **unknown**.

4. In the field of nuclear physics. The nature of nuclear forces and reason for the mass defect of the atomic nucleus as the basis of energy release, is **unknown**.

It is gratifying that all problems of physical science enumerated above are solved in the theory of Superunification, which is the most powerful analytical apparatus for a study of matter.

When Ginzburg composed his list, he did not know of the theory of Superunification. In order to consider the possibilities of the theory of Superunification and new fundamental discoveries of the quanton and the superstrong electromagnetic interaction, I have compiled an additional „Leonov’s list” of also 30 new problems in order to enlarge „Ginzburg’s list”.

‘Leonov’s list’:
1. Primary matter (latent, hidden form), the quantum of space-time (quanton), the discrete structure of quantized vacuum, quantization. Superstrong electromagnetic interaction (SEI). Theory of the elastic quantized medium (EQM).
2. Electrical and magnetic monopoles. Magnetic quark and elementary magnetic charge - Leon. Electrical asymmetry of the universe.
3. Alternating fields, infinite superstrings and their tension.
4. Time as the material category of space-time. Chronal fields. Quanton is a particle of time.
5. Spherical invariance and the principle of the relativeabsolute dualism of the quantized space-time.
7. Absolute velocity. Methodology of measurement. Resistance of vacuum to uniform motion and to motion with acceleration.
8. The theory of united electromagnetic field (TUEF) and Superunification, the open quantum-mechanical systems.
13. Spin and mass. Equivalence of energy and mass.
15. Maximum parameters of relativistic particles.


19. The two-rotor structure of the photon. Wave trajectory of the photon in optical media. Retarding the linear speed of the photon.


27. Antimatter and antigravity. Black and white holes.


29. Relaxation of the universe and the motion of galaxies with acceleration.


I do not comment on the two lists, I simply present them for comparison. The readers have the possibility to study theory of Superunification in greater detail. I would like to mention only that the new fundamental discoveries and the theory of Superunification have high applied value, opening the prospects for quantum energetics - power engineering of the 21st century, which includes both the known power cycles (chemical and nuclear reactions), and fundamentally new ones. I also would like to state that the superstrong electromagnetic interaction is the sole energy source of the universe and everything else, including nuclear reactions, are only methods of extracting the energy of this interaction. Our task is to learn to master for the good of the civilization new ecologically safe power cycles, relying on the great opportunities of the theory of Superunification and new experimental facts. This will be described in the second volume of the book: Quantum Energetics, vol. 2. New energy and space technologies. Before then, I would be happy if the theory of Superunification becomes the property of the world scientific community.

The publication of Volume 2 was postponed by me until better times.
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